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Photos by Chuck Fell

A total eclipse

of the moon took place during the pre-dawn hours yesterday morning, Jan. 30. It. was the

last to be seen over the continental United States untill975. It was the shortest "total" eclipse in several
decades. The ~oon started disal?pe~ng at 2:11 MST (left) and after 37 minutes,_ reappeared. Time lapse

Moon Eclipse
_

· photography (right) produced th1s picture after the film had been exp<)sed to the eclipse for an hour.

$23,470 GSA Budget

.

Students to Decide Allocations
Graduate students will vote in students.
February on .the GSA Budget for
Student Research Allocations
semester II of this ye'ar.
Committee also received a large'
The allocations reach $23,470 stipend of $2750. These funds
and are_ budgeted among several. pay for the paper and supplies for
areas in which GSA is concerned. research conducted by graduate
Outstanding allocations include students.
$1987 to the Child Day Care
Hansen stated, "I'd like to see
Co-op whose "funding is shar~d us put more money into it."
by GSA, ASUNM, and the parents·
"For example," he continued,
who pay -a monthly fee," said "if GSA folded, instead of the
GSA President Bert Hansen.
money going to ASUNM I'd like
"This is one of the greatest to see the money go into an
things we have," l:.:J .-:~ted.
independent fund for student
Under the ntJW budget, research."
allocations for the Clini,~l Law
·Tit I e d under Officers'
Program were doubled. The Educational Grants, the president,
program is primarily voluntary vice president and Administrative
and is for the service of any UNM secretary receive $3000 between
student.
them as stipends for their services.
Hansen said, "Clinical Law is an
Hansen said, "I think it is
invaluable service. I am 100 per important that they be
cent behind the whole program." maintained."
"I am wondering how many
"We figured out roughiy how
graduate students they do serve much I received- it turned out to
compared to the $1500," he be 54 cents per hour,» he
continued.
continued.
The largest allocation is $7005
"If you are going to get anyone
for "services from ASUNM." This to do a good job, you are going to
funding enables graduate students have to .pay him," he said.
"taking nine hours to have an • An mdepend~nt group called
GRA_DE received $1~3 f~r
activity card," Hansen stated.
These monies are divided supplies and paper to use m their
am on g t he Daily Lobo, research . in studying the pre$ent
KUNM-FM the International day gradmg system.
Center, the Cultural Program, the
"E~eryone approved ~m Bud~et
Speakers Committee, the Draft and .Fmance .~nd Council, but I m
Counselor and all other services not m favor, stated Hansen.
that ASUNM provides to fulltime
"But I don't have a line item

veto either, I didn't have time to
get in there and find <5ut about
it,,
In recent budget allocations,
the Andean Center, connected
with the exchange program in
Quito, Ecuador, has received $800
for scholarships to distribute
among graduate students.
The entire $800 was given to
one student which is not in
agreement with a precedent set by
GSAC giving no more than $50
apiece to any one person, Hansen
said.
The allocation was cut to $350,
and he said "the people who
'distribute' those scholarships
have
been
lax a·nd
uncompromising."
"I think it (the cut) is fair .••
they haven't handled it the way
we would like," he commented.
Most program monies are
funded in consideration with the
number of graduate students
involved, the service rendered to
graduate students and to what
extent the service will be
beneficial.
Other appropriations include:

GSA-ASUNM Poetry
500
Series
Women's Coordinating
300
Center
Office: Salaries and
1685
Supplies
President's Contingency
Fund
200
750
LOBBY FUND
NEWSLETTER FUND
300
SOCIAL COMMITTEE FUND400
THESIS AND DISSERTATION
FUND
400
TOTAL
$23,470

No Draft
WASHINGTON (UPI)Defense Secretary Melvin R.
r..aird, gearing the u.s. military
for a worldwide all- volunteer
force, said Sunday there will be
no army draft calls during
February and March.
"We're moving in the
direction of an all - volunteer
force worldwide during this
first quarter of the year,'' Laird
said, noting that there also was
no selective service call during
January.
Laird made his remarks on
ABC's "Issues and Answers."
Except for no recruitment
last summer when Congress
was working on the draft
renewal bill, it was the longest
break in the draft since the end
of the Korean War.

Senate Votes Student
Memorials into Law

SANTA FE (UPI) -The Senate
A drug Abqse Study
Friday gave unanimous approval Committee memorial requesting
to three student - related the Dept. of Education to follow
l .. gisiative ptoposals, then · a pilot project· in ·Los 'Alamos to
adjourned until today, avoiding a d~tect potential drug abusers at an
session Saturday which had been early age passed on a 37-0 vote
announced earlier.
after touching off a lengthy
The memorials included one debate on the drug abuse
requesting the Dept. of Education problem.
to direct public schools to inform
Bill sponsor Sen. Odis Echols
12th grade students of the state's (D·Curry- Roosevelt) said the
GENERAL FUND
existing student loan program. It memorial asked the Dept. of
Agora
Education "follow this closely
$ 300 passed 34-0.
Amistad
400
Another asks boards of regents and if they feel it is appropriate,
Ecology Information
700 of the state - supported then maybe they can start to train
institutions of higher learning to teachers to spot their potential
Graduate Art Student
Association
750 encourage student "attendance drug abusers."
and participation" at their
Echols said the program in Los
meetings. It won approval on a Alamos was being conducted by a
36-0 vote.
Santa Fe physician who had
Both of the memorials were helped conduct a highly successful
offer as big a discount in the sponsored by Sen. Joe Gant pilot project in Pennsylvania.
He called it "one of the most
future as is currently being (D-Eddy).
The third memorial requests exciting things our (drug abuse)
offered for the "Sly" concert.
Ticket prices are $3 for students the University Study Committee committee has run across in its
and $4.50 for the general public. to study and recommend a W.:!rk."
Several senators, however, felt
The discount is usually 50 cents. procedure for implementing a
The new rules governing the legislative intern program for the the memorial should have covere(f
committee came as a result of an next session of the legislature. It a broader area of drug abuse
problems. Echols said he would
ad hoc investigating committee's passed 38-0.
An intern program was used in work with those who had
action, after which all members
of the PEC resigned. Buckner last year's 60-day session, with suggestions and come up with
stated the resignations were for students assigned to various another memorial including their
legislative leaders.
suggestions.
the good of the committee.
He said all accusations against
former chairman Mike Conway
were based on hearsay, and that
nothing was proven. "There may
A meeting will be held next.
The forum's goal is the
be grounds for charges about the
week by the partially membered discussion of "policy questions of
way he handled the committee,"
University Community Forum to general concern" and
he added, Hbut that wasn't his
discuss its organizational failure, recommending solutions of
fault because there were no
GSA President Bert Hansen said. problems to any group on
existing regulations at the time."
The presently inoperative campus.
Every former member of that
forum is lacking representatives
Hansen said the forum would
committee, including Conway,
from graduate and undergraduate JJ:mbably be in operation late in
has re-applied for membership,
students and three staff members. the semester.
along with approximately 35
The first task of the forum is
Hansen stated the biggest
others.
problem as the election of the the appointment of an
With the addition of required .staff .members, which include ombudsman, who will act as an
regular meetings and availability
those in the custodial, secretarial, intermediary between students
of its members, Buckner noted
and cafeteria staffs, as well as and the administration.
the PEC will ideally become an
Broadly outlined, the
administrative. Also in question is
organization of "great expertise."
the means by which the student ombudsman's functions will
representatives will be elected.
(Please turn to page 8)

Senate Studies PEC Re-Establishment
By PAUL SCHERR
The Popular Entertainment
Committee (PEC) is in the
process of being reorganized and
molded into a more efficient
organization, with the primary
goal of lower ticket prices.
An ASUNM Senate bill which
would re-establish the presently
non-existent committee was
referred to the Steering and
Finance Committees at the last
meeting.
The bill sets up strict measures
for the operation of the PEC
which was previously left to the
decisions of the chairman.
President Pro Tern Jerry Buckner
said "there was so much money
involved in the operation, we had
to put checks and balances on
it," These include regular
meetings and minutes being kept.
Buckner explains the referral
of the bill to committee as a
disagreement over its content.
The bill stipulates that contracts
be available two weeks before the
date of a concert, among others.
He felt this is too "restricting"
due to the "cut-throat nature of
the business" and could possibly
limit the committee's

effectiveness.
Another section states any
person directly or indirectly
involved in any way with the
popular entertainment fields not
eligible for membership on the
committee. However, some
senators want this to exclude
KUNM-FM personnel. Buckner
said he believes KUNM-FM
employes have a good knowledge
of the entertainment field, and
would be an asset to the
committee.
The bill also allows the PEC to
act as its own promoter and
ticket agent. Although they will
probably not act as their own
promoter for a year or so, the
PEC will be its own ticket agent.
Buckner said there cannot
possibly be any financial losses
due to this.
The PEC will hire students to
sell tickets in the Union, thus
saving more money and creating
jobs, Buckner added. They will
also be checking on the ticket
prices and providing
accommodations for the groups,
as well as handlinM the accoustical
set-up in the concert halls.
The PEC hopes to be able to
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Senate Memorial Us.eless
The State Senate's final vote, 36-0, on a
memorial urging the state's boards of
regents encourage student attendance at
regents meeting is the kind ..Jf vote usually
reserved for memorials commending the
Girl Scouts for picking up litter. Hearty but
meaningless.
In discussing the measure, the Senators
apparently took no notice of the fact
regents meetings are already public
meetings, which by law are open to any
member of the community. The Senators'
ignorance is surprising as the issue of open
regents meetings came up as recently as
1970 when the new Highlands University
president was being selected.
(The memorial, sponsored by a member
of the Legislative Universities Study
Committee, was directed at the regents of
WNMU and ENMU. Students at those
schools complained their petitions did not
get a full hearing before the regents. UNM's
regents, on the other hand, have welcomed
student opinion for many years, often going
aut of their way to seek it.)

Besides the memorial being legally
pointless, debate on the memorial prior to
Friday's vote indicates some state senators
apparently don't know who constitutes
11
the public."
Sens. Finis Heidel (D-Lea) and Horace
DeVargas (D-Rio Arriba· Sandoval)
objected to the memorial on the grounds it
might lead to the problem "of students
coming unannounced." Also under
discussion was the possibility of disruptions
that might be caused by students attending
regents meetings.
Regents boards, like the city commission,
or the legislature, just have to take their
chances on the appearance of a dissident
group. The fact the dissidents might be
students in no way lessens any citizen's
right to appear at the meeting, announced
or unannounced. Even state legislators have
th~ right to appear unnanounced.
It is comforting to realize, however, the
State Senate has decided we ought to
comply with state law.

Panthers Picket, Re·gister Voters
By JAMES O. CLIFFORD
OAKLAND, Calif. (UPl)The Black Panther Party has put
down its guns and is working
within the system, party
co-founder Huey Newton said
Sunday.
•
In an exclusive twb·hour
interview in his $650 • a • month
apartment in Oakland Highrise,
the 29 - year· old Panther
Minister of Defense said the party
still believes revolution is
probably inevitable in the United
States and may be violent.
But for the present, he said,
the Panthers will "organize the
community" by such possible
means as picketing merchants to
force them to contribute money
or merchandise, and a new
national voter registration drive
which Newton said would extend
to the deep South.
_
GJ.oo.yer Faction
He said the Panthers have
rejected the "pick • up • the gun· now" philosophy of a rival
faction headed by Eldridge
Clea'll'er, whom Newton called a
"renegade scab traitor."
Relaxed and sipping whiskey
behind a long table, Newton said
the voter registration drive had
already started in Oakland and
nearby Berkeley and would be
extended to such areas as
Atlanta, North Carolina, New
York and Chicago.
Some Benefits
"I am not optimistic about a
new system of things coming
about through the electoral
process but I believe in some
areas we can get some benefits,"
he said. "And in areas where we
can't, we can show that electoral
politics can't give it to us."
In his first interview since
charges against him were dropped
in the 1967 killing or a
policeman, Newton accused
Cleaver of trying to turn the
party away from "the original
vision" during Newton's absence
in prison or in the courtroom.
Cleaver, the party's Minister of
Information when Newton was
sentenced to prison is 1968 for
the policeman's death, lat('r flt\d
to AlgN:ia. In rcc~ent months, he
has rtecused Newton and party
Chief of Staff David Hilliard of

"I think we would have had a
very strong political base, in
Oakland, in Berkeley, and in the
country if we had struck to the
original strategy,'' Newton said.
"Our party is a :revolutionary
party because we don't support
the system. When the people
become frustrated, when they
can't get anything else within the
context of the system, then they
call for a whole new principle to
operate by, But this is always the
climax of things.
"The gun itself does not

revolution now.
Anything short of this, he said,
was non•revolutionary in the view
of Cleaver, who believed that "if
you do anything to stop the
process then you are
reactionary - either pick up the
gun now and win the revolution
o~ you are an Uncle Tom.
• 'Under Cleav¢r, the
community turned off on my
whole program. The community
left us and many activities that
were progressi'll'e."
The Panthers picketing of
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"The gun itself does not symbolize a rePolutionary.
Fascists also carry guns. ftJ order to witJ the revolution
you must participate."
~
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and want to make it educational. What should we see? J .K.
A. The Palace of the Governors built in 1610 (now the
Museum of New Mexico) and the Laboratory of
Anthropology with its collection of modern Pueblo Indian
jewelry, pottery and Pueblo and Navajo weaving, the New
Mexico Museum of Art, the r::an of Ethnology with exhibits
of Indian culture, the Museum of International Folk Art and
what is called the Oldest House in th~ United States (1200
A.D.) located on 21Q East De Vargas St. are among Santa
Fe's many touristy features.

_..,_.....,..~

......
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'Undisciplined Persons'
Newton said Cleaver and a few
"henchmen" brought in "many
undisciplined persons" and
believed they could bring about a

businessmen who won't
contribute to party programs was
attacked editorially in San
Francisco as Mafia- type
''protection" racket. Bill Boyette,
a black businessman in Oakland
who tried to fight it, said he was
driven to the wall financially, He
finally signed an agreement to
make C)ontributions.

l'll~l~ :~

and former UCLA philosophy
instructor, was transferred to this
city on the south end of San
Francisco Bay by Arnason after
her attorneys contended she
couldn't get a fair trial in Marin
County.
Chief defense counsel Howard
Moore Jr. has filed another change
of venue motion, contending Miss
Davis also can't receive a fair

Franci~co,

Moore bat> also asked Judge
Arnason to require the State of
California to pay Davis' defense
costs, contending that her
worldwide fund -raising campaign
has failed to meet legal exk)enses
of $5000 to $15,000 a month.
The defense also filed motions
concerning jury selection

DliVis. is charged with supplying hostages. Two convicts, Jackson's
the guns and helping plan a~1 teen • aged brother Jonathan and
abortive escape attempt from a Judge Harold Haley were killed,
Marin County Courtroom. '!'he Jackson died last Aug. ~1 in a
state contends the escape wa& part purported escape attempt from
of a scheme to free black San Quentin.
·
revolutionary George Jackson and
Davis' defenders contend she is
the other ''Soleda.d Brothers" being tried because of the radical
from San Q).lentin Prison,
" viewa and activities that led
Guards opened fire on a van University of California Regents
carrying the escapers, their to fire her from the UCLA
outside accomplice and five faculty.

T.A.

A. Aluminum cans may be recycled at Maloof and Co.,
located a.t 523 Commercial N.E. They will take cans
Wednesdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturdays from 9
a.m. to noon. You can even earn a little spending money
while fulfilling your ecological drives by collecting 10 cents a
pound.

A. Assuming your intentions are honorable, your best
approach would be to aim for high concentrations of
females. Boys outnumber girls on campus, but you can still
find them in campus clubs and organizations, certain classes
such as swimming, dancing, education and secretarial
courses, and just hanging around in the parks, on the Mall
and in the Union.
The demand is there, you just have to do a little display
advertising of the product. If you get really desperate there·
are at least two services available under Personal Notices in
your daily newspaper for escorts or dates.

letters, • ,
Cup of Coffee

I would like to C)Otnment on
your proposal to limit access to
the Union building.
My husband has been a
graduate student and teaching

and one·half years. During the
pasttwoyearsiwasastudentat
UNM. Prior to this I was a
fulltime University employe, first
in the School of Medicine for one
year, and later in the department
of biology for an additional year.
I have been very closely
associated with the University
since 1967.
This semester, for financial

reasons, it has become necessary
for . me to work off-campus
fulltime. I am also not able to
take any courses. Although I
temporarily have no official
C)onnection with UNM, I do
occasionally enjoy relaxing and
h~virtll ~ cup of coffee in theUnion while waiting for my
husband in the evening.
I feel that if access to the
Union is restricted, many people
in positions similar to mine will
be discriminated against. 1
sincerely urge you to keep the
Union open, and to seek a more
workable solution to the drug
problem on campus.
•
Barbara H. Crain
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procedure~, security arrangements
and addition of another attorney
to Davis' battery of lawyers.
Moote and Albert W. Harris Jr.,
a deputy State Attorney General
acting as pro~ecutor, estimated
arguments on the motions would
take about two weeks. Judge
Arnason said he would postpone
the start of the trial on a day - to ·
day basis until he rules on them.

Revised Drop-Add System
Speeds Program Changes
The new drop·add system is a
rousing triumph, as far as the
University College is involved with
it.
"As far as our stage of the
process is concerned," said
William Huber, Deart of the
University College, "it's been a
huge success- 30 to 40 minutes
in line as opposed to two hours
last semester."
"We'xe doing the same number
--· ot 'progra'ii'i changes, but we're
doing them faster," he said. "We
didn't do over 3000 changes in
the first three days last time, The
cooperatiort of the students bas
made it possible."
The new system was initiated as
one of head Registrar Bob
Weaver's "band·aid" programs to
make interim corrections in last
semester's system.
Grades will be iGSUed faster
with the new system, said Huber.
Last semester's end - of~ semester
avalanche, with the staff working
a 24- hoW' day, will not appear,
with the more efficient processing
of class changes and earlier class •
list updates.
"The biggest problem," he
cont:lnued, "is the secondsemester freshmen who try to add
400 • level courses," a question
more of departmental course

numbering than of adding
procedure. Special permission
forms have been devised, said
Huber, to record the instructor's
granting an exception to the
University rule, and the student's
asking,
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SCHOLARSHIP CLUB
OF AMERICAn

50 young lady students from UNM io be selected for service
scholarships

IDM Corporation of Albuquerque will furnish service scholarships
and part time work to club members.
Interested in students who can continue In the dub for several
years.

Interviews by appointmentCall Forrest Peterson

J)I(':Ui!Od\~'(1

,•onvi\'tion

originally set for Monday, will be
postponed on a day • to - day
basis until he rules on the
motions.
Prosecution and dlliense
attorneys predicted the
proceedings in a heavily· guarded,
60-seat courtroom will take about
two weeks. Then the trial will get
underway with the selection of
the jury, a process expected to

hearing here. He originally
requested the case be heard in San

Q. Where can we turn in aluminum cans in Albuquerque?

Wl't•cldnf( t.ht• Pantlwr~ and has
b,lid lw will rt'turu to tlw tfuit1•d
Ht at f"'J to \Va~~t" '• ~~\1 t'!"rilla
\Vat· fan'.""'
was

oWi'tlii'IIE'd in 1 W/U. liP wa,;
retl'i<'d t.wit~l' last. y!'al' hul till'
Chat'!(!'~ Wl'l'l.' Ul'lll)l)t•d a fh'l' both

Davis, who celebrated her 28th
birthday la~t week in Santa Clara
Co~tnty
Jail, faces murder,
kidnaping. and conspiracy charges
in connection with an Aug, 7,
1970, shootout at . the Marin
County Courthm,lse in San Rafael,
Calif. Four persons were killed,
including a judge.
The trial of Davis, a black
intellectual, avowed communist

last more than a month,

Q. When Popejoy Hall is a sell-out, how many people are
in the audience? D.T.
A. Assuming that all tickets sold are used, the concert hall
would seat 2200 people.

c::::::::::: . ::::.:::::"·.··:.·~·::~:·:::::~:C':::::~:::·.::::.::::::~~:::::::::;;:::::.::::::::::~:::::::::::::;~=·~=:;:::;::;:::::::.:::;_' :th~~tt~_t}!!.1~tar;:~n~()~;

· · ·- ·
symbolize a revolutionary.
Fascists also carry guns. In order
to win the revolution you must
participate."

SAN JOSE, Calif, (UP!) - The
final round of pre-trial aYguments
begins today in the oft·delayed
Angela Davis murder • kidnap·
conspiracy case with the trial
itself expected to begin in about
two weel>s,
. Superior Court J11dge Richard
E. Arn&son scheduled hearings on
a series of defense motions including one to move the case for
a second time. He said the trial,

Q. There is a "J" on one of the hills west of Albuquerque.
What does this stand for? A.L,E.
A. The hills you refer to are five extinct volcanoes and the
"J" on the largest (known as the HJ" volcano) represents St.
Joseph's College (founded in 1920) now called the
University of Albuquerque.

Q. How do guys find girls on campus and in town? J.C,K.

Newton Disputes Cleaver Militancy

jurie~ de;ullod.t·~l

'

Q. We plan to take a trip up to Santa Fe some wee~end

editorial

Nt•wton's

Davis Pre-Trial Debate·s Enter Final Round

'

268-3908
'

'C/Eft'ilni!N!.Y I FINK» NO~'C4fiNG W~ONCD Wi'l?C~ YCam. HH~!J!SDS1nll!>LE IIJRGIZ to i!.iUN FOr.. PlitESU)ENT!
mV!H~'VBO!jlY WANTS 10 fWN lfOR PflESD!iJi!!Nl'! ll AM ANNOUNCING MY CA!NlDfiDACV TOMO~fi:OW~'
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Lobo Review

Students, Police Mutually Misunderstood
Survey Resurts Show Attitudes Favorable on Both Sides
In a recent study polling state
police and college students, the
majodty of the state police

Psychiatry Dept.
Receives Boost
A unique "learning library" at
the UNM department of
p~ychiatry was given a boost thi~
week with a gift of $500 f~om
Schering Pharmaceutical
Corporation.
The money will go towards the
purchase of additional audiovisual
equipment and for rennovation of
a filming studio, according to
John Graham, UNM psychiatrist
who originated the learning
libr11ry.
Core of the learning library is a
sedes of videotapes on various
topics such as psychosis,
depression, mental retardation
and child behavior disorders,
Many depict case studies with
actual patient interviews filmed at
UNM,
The videotapes are showed over
closed circuit television in
psychiatry seminars, and in
addition, students may come in
and watch them on their own
time. Each videotape is
coordinated with a study unit
where students are askc.>d to
answer specific q.uestions on the
·
material viewed.
A major advantage to students
is that the ta~s can be played and
replayed a number of times if it is
necessary to study a particular
condition closely, Graham said.
A student is able to detect
things he may not ordinarily see
in an on - the - spot patient
interview, b:Y' stopping the tape or
going back over it again.
Marilyn Gr11yson, curriculum
specialist, works in the learning
library developing and assembling
education packages which
combine the films with written
material. A technician will be
joining the staff in February to
continue production o£ .the
videotapes.

denied that long bair would
determine their treatment of a
person.
Less than three - fo11rtbs o;f the
student population would fail to
~eport a murder, s~id almost h~lf
of the state police ~sked,
The survey polled the
difference in the actual and
perceived attitudes that the state
police and college students have
of each other as a re,sult of tl\e
May 1970 riots.
Gerald Goldhaber, ~nd Sally
Black and Donna Fossum,
students in Goldhaber's Semina:r
of Business and Organizational
Communication conducted the
survey last spring.
The Best Seminar
''It was the best seminar paper
I've ever seen done," said
Goldhaber. Fqr that :reason, he
expanded the sampling of the
state police for increased validity,
Results of this survey were

. tabulated from 309 students and
102 state police,
The report stated that virtually
all of the responding students
agreed that people are better off
with than without police.
12 per cent of the state police,
when asked the same question,
said they thought college
students believed people would
be better off without police.
Goldhaber commented, "We
have to bring the state police and
the students together."
For many, "their first
interactiqn was on campu:; during
thll riots," he said.
Dictating Your Actions
The report summarized,
''Perceptions of another person's
attitudes toward you may dictate
your actions toward that
person."
"If the perception of the
attitude is radically diffe~ent
from the actual attitude, then the

Deadline: April 26
Primary: June 6

September ?:1

Deadline: April 28
Prhnary: May 9 (P)

October Zl

------

COALINGA, Calif.
(UPI)-Three faucets in every
house may be a thing of the past
in this central California
community.
A third spigot for drinking
water was always necessary
because of the poor taste and
heavy concentration of minerals
in local water.
There always was a faucet for
hot water, one for cold, and a
third tap for drinking water that
• ··· · · ·•· · -- · ...had- bear ·i.;rucked·in, · · ·· · ·
·
A new project soon will begin
pumping water from the north
into the city's supply, making the
three faucet system obsolete.

The Daily New Mexico Lobo is
J)ubllshed Monday through Friday
CI!Cl'Y regUlar week of the Un,iver-slty year by the Board of Student
l'ubllcntions of the University of
New Mexico, and is not financially
associated with UNM. Second class
postage paid at Albuqcrque, New
Mexico 81106, Subscriptlotl rate is
-1!7 for the ncadclnl.c year.
The opinions expressed on tha
etiitotllli pages of 'l'hc l>n.ily Lobo
nte those of the author sol~ly. Urt•
signed opiniort is that of tho edi•
torial bou.:td oi Thll Dally Lobo.
Nothing printed in The Dally Lobo
nooessarily represents tha views o!
thll University ot New Mc!<lco.

Different attitudes and
perceptions are also affected by a
person's experience in the area.
For example, one-third of the
students said they would call the
police if they saw ~omcone selling
marijuana,
"Almost 50 per cent of the
police estimated that less than 10
per cent of the students would
call the police to report this
crime," stated the ~eport.
"Police have more contact
with students," stated Sally
Black, "and they know how
many reports they do get from
them,"
b similar reason explains why
95 per cent of the students said
they would call the police if they
saw a murder committed.
However, 50 per cent of the

Open Mon.·Sat. 8:30·7:00 P.M.
210 San Pedro S.E.

Where to go/
write/phone

Nov, 1 tor general
May 9 tor primary

Yes

Pcsdllnc: April 21
Primary: May 2# (P)

October Zl#

County bOill'd
in county aeat

County clerk

Nov. 7 for general
Sept. 6 tor primary

No

))cadllne: August 7
:Primacy: August 22

October 28

Contj!.ct Lt. Gov.
In .Juneau

Board ot supervisors
ot the check list

:Nov, 6 tor general
:r.rarch 13 or Sept. 11

Deadline: July 12
:Primary: Septemb~r 12

September 18

County Tecorder or
j1111tlce of the peace

))cadllne: .rune 6
Primary: June Z1

October 17

in county seat

Deadline: .April 13

Primary: .Tune 6 (P)

September 14.

County clerk or
registrar of voters

Deadline! August 11
Primary: September 12

October 6

County clerk; Denver
EleoUon Commission

Nominations made
by convention

October 14

Town registrar or
town clerk

October 21

Dept, of :Elections
In county scat

October 'l ·

D.c. board ot

tor primaries

Deadline: April 25
Primary: June 6 (P)

September 26

Nov. 7 for general
June 6 fer primary

Yes

Deadline: June 9
Primary: June 20#

October 14#

Inspector

Nov, 7 for general
June 20 for primary

Yes

October 9#

Registrar in
county scat

ot election
1 yr. In state:
30 days in l)rcc!not

Nov. 7 !or general
May 2 tor primary

No teglstratlon In ND
Primary: September 5

Nov. 7 for general
Sept. 5 for prlm!l.r)'

neadtine: iillirch ii

No

Primary: Mal' 2 (P)

September Z1

County board of
elections

Nov, 7 for general
and primary

Deadline: Augtll!t 11
Primary: August 22

October Z1

County elections
board

Nov. 7 tor general
Aug. 22 for prlrnary

No

Registrar in.
county seat

N01t, 7 fur general•
May 23 tor primacy•

Yes

90 days in state; 60 days Nov. 8 tor general
in county er precinct
April 26 tor primary

No

Nov. 7 for general
Aprllll tor primary

No

Deadline: April 22
l>rlmary: Mny 23 (P)

October?

Deadline: March 4
Primary: Aprll 25 tP)

September 16

Deadline: F<lbruary 10
Primary: ,Aprlll1 (P)

September '1

Deadline: May 1!1
Prln111ry: Jun~> 13

October 7

County board of
registration

:Nov. G• for general
June 12• for primary

October 23

County auditor

Nov. 7 for general
June 6 for primary

6 mils. in state

County clerk

elections·

County aupcrvlsor of
elections In county sent
County registrar
ln countY seat
:Oeadllne: .August 23
Primary: October '1

October 12

County clerk in
county scat

:Oeadllne: A1igust 5
Primary! AugustS

Nov\lmber 4

County clerk :In
county seat

In duubt

In doubt

County clerk or
election commissioner

No

Deadllne: .Aprll3
Primary: May 2 (l?)

October 9

Clerk of clrcult court
or bd. of registration

Yes

Deadline: May Z1
Primary: June 6

October 28

City clerk or
county auditor

Deo.dllne: ,J'uly 11
Primary: August 1

October 17

No duratlonal
residency requiremenUI

Nov. 1 tor gcne,al
Nov, G tol' primary

1 yr. in state:
6 mos. In clty

Nov. 7• for general

a• !or primary

Yes

Dea.dllne: t.larch 28
Primacy~ May 23

September 9

County clerk, bd, of
registration In cltie.s

6 mon. In stater
60 days in county

Nov. 7 !or general
Sept. 12 tor primary

'll'es

Deadline: Suly :m
Primary: August 19

Octobet'7

Parl~h

village clerk

90 days In town

Nov, 1 for gettcral
Sept. 5 tor primary

No

Deadline: .TuM !I to16
Primary: June ill#

'1/arles: from
2'1 til Nov. 6

Registrar ot voters
or bd. or registration

6 mos. in state;
30 dnys in preeinct

Nov. 1 tor general
and primary

No

Md.

Deadline: April 17
PJ'imar)': May 16# (:P)

October 0#

Nov, 1 tor general
Sept, 19 for pt·imacy

Yes

Mass.

Nov. 8 Cor general
ar.d primary

Yes

6 mos. ln stnt~;

Nov. 7 for gNteral
April 4 for primary

Yes

1 yr. !n slate;

:Nov, 1 fol' general
Aug, 22 fol' primary

Yes

Registrar-at-large

Octobel' 21

ca~e

Election commissioner or county clerk

No

Deadline: September 1
Primary: September 12

many's

Breakfast11-Homemade
Red & Green Chile-Posole
Vegetarian Mex. Plate
BRINGADFOR
STUDENT
DISCOUNT PLATES

You must regiater by:
primary election general election

Nov. 7 !or general
and primary

(P)

Denver. Fat City Delight Mellow Audience

Nov. 7 for general
June 6 tor prlmary

In county seat

New Mexico
'OAILYLOBO
VoL 15
No. 78
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277·4202;
Advertising 277-4002

o~fensive."

police e~>timated less than 75 per
cent of the students would report
the crime,
Murder
"If you saw a murder,"
\!Xplained Black, "you are under
many thrents .•. for example the
murderer might see you •.• what
are you going to do?"
"Whereas the police see things
like thil> every day,'' she
contin\led; "they know how
peopltl are going to react in the
actual sit~ation ••• , they've seen
people react,"
"They don't realize all the
things that enter in," ~he
concluded,
Since its release last November,
the report has received wide
coverage. It will be included in
the February issue of Law &
Order and Donna Fossum will
present it to the International
Communication Association in
Atlanta, Ga. next April.

September 28

Deadline: April 3
PrlllllU'Y: May Z# (P)

NORWICH, England (UPI)When low gas pressure kept killing
the pilot light in his central
heating unit, David Roff asked the
Eastern Gas Board for relief until
it could be fixed. They agreed.
But the board never expected
the expense account tb.cy
received. It included $.78 for
matches, $6.50 fo~ half a ton of
logs, $.78 for telephone calls and
$6.44 for electricity. They paid.

actions taken by either par~y
toward the other may not only
be inappropriate but also highly

County clerk

Deadline: september 2
Prlmnry: September 5#

---------1--------------1
Town. city or
90 days in state:
November 4#

X>eadllne: May 13
Primary; .Tunc 13#

October 1#

General registrar

Wash.

Deadline: August 19
Primary: ScPtcrnMr 19

October7

County auditor

W. Va.

l>elldline: April 8
Primary: t.Iny ll (P)

October7

Wis.

Denrltlne:
Mnrch 15
Prlmnry;

October 18 to :>.;;

Wyo.

Deadline: Augual 7
Primar;y: August 22

October 23

10 dnys In precinct

C!ty or county c:lcrlt

60 dnys !n euunty;
10 days In precinct

May

---

_,)

October 7#

Mich.

DM.d line: July 7
Primary: Augu~t 13#

October 7#

Township, city or
village clerk

Minn.

Deadline: August 22
:Ptlmnry: September 12#

October 17#

City, vlllnge or
town clerk

:Miss.

ln doUbt

July 7

Clerk of e!rcult
~ourt In county seat
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CONDE NAST PUBliCATIONS INC.

;For those of you who were
there thi~ review won't serve
much of a purpose, for what
John Denver and Fat City played
Saturday night doesn't need
much e;x:planation. For you who
went elsewhere I can only say too
bad.
It was a night of pure
acoustical music and it replaced
the usual Circus Ma;x:imus mood
of the Civic Auditorium with an
almost right in the proverbial
living room feel, for performer
and audience alilte.
Preceding Denver were the
very capable duo of Bill and
Taffy Danoff, alias Fat City.
They were similar to Denver in
that they saug about the benefits
of nature, the chaos of the city
and the ne~d for love.
Fat Clty and John Denv~
Taffy quickly endeared herself
Jlrovided the city with some of to the audience with her
Folk Singers
the finest entertainment seen this relentless stream of witty
remarks: When they were tuning
up fo:r their ~ole rock and roll
revival number they told the
sound man to turn up the reverb
because without it "Gene Pitney
would have been only one
person." Their final song was
billed as an "alternative national
anthem," and it bespoke the
glories of Fat City High School, a
place of secondary education
where smoking grass and
marchin& down Pennsylvania
Aventle was the primary
pasttime.
Mellow Mood
Between acts the announcer
said something to the effect that
"this is the mellow mood we've
been waiting for." John Denver
wouldn't let this geniality on the
p;ut oi the audience go to waste.
In fact he only improved on it,
Residency
You must be
letting his optimistic, yarn requirement
18by
spinning wit continue where Fat
City had left off.
·
He played many songs from his
latest album "Aerie," including
Pate or c!cctlon
No
"Starwood in Aspen,"
"Readjustment Blues," "Blow Up
Nov, 7 tor general
Yes
Aug, 22 !or primary
Your T.V.,'' and "Everyday." To
satisfy his older fans he
Nov, G !or general
Yes
performed "Leaving on a Jet
Sept. 11 tor primacy
Plane," 1'Poems, Prayers and
Nov, 6 for general
Promises, 0 and superlative
No
Juno 26 !or primary
renditions of "Mr. Bojangles" and
"The Night They Drove Old
Nov, 6 for general
90 days ln stnte :md
Yes
June 5 !or primacy
Dixie Down."
county: 64ln precinct
Denver has an amazing lrnack
Nov, '1 for general
3 mos. ln state:
for
mixing up his happy and sad
Yes
Sept. 12 for prlmary
32 days In precinct
songs in such a way that the
happy wins out. A highlight was a
Nov. G•
6 mos, In town
No
short preface he delivered before
singing a humorous ballad about
"Saturday Night in Toledo." He
1;Larl.ed off teliin~r wl:\at he lw.d ·
heard about Albuquerque in his·
few stops here. He called it «the
shining pearl or the great
No
Southwest, cultural center of the
world, home of Okie's, and
gateway to Belen." In attempting
Yes
to describe a Saturday in. Toledo
he said, "I spent a week there one
Nov.
6
tor
general
1 yr. in .l!tnto
Yes
Oct. 6 lor primary
day, it's kind of like Waco, Texas
or Grants." The song was even
6 mos. In state:
Nov. 7 tor genc111l
better than the introduction and
Yes
30 dayll tn county
Aug. 8 far primary
quite informative. I never lrnew
that people there went to the
Nov. 'l
6 mos. in. state
'Yes
bakery and watched muffins rise
for
their weekly thrill.
Nov. 7 tor genc1111
Yes
Good Sound
May 2 lor Primary
For once the Civic's sound
Nov. 7 !or general
system didn't sound half bad.
June 6 tor primary
Denver's voice came across
perfectly and his sidemen, a
:Nov. 6 lor general
Yes
bassist and a guitar picker, filled
and primary
in any gaps his solo guitar might
Nov. 7 for general
have left.
No
May 23 for primary
The show ended with Fat City
joining Denver and the harmqnies
Nov. 1 tor general
Nil
Aug. 19 for prlmnry
produced by . the three sirtgers
were, i£ anything, top notch. It
6 mos. in state;
Nov. 7 tor gctlcrni
seemed likt! one giant happy
g mos. in county
June 19 for primacy
farni.l;y> full of good singers and
musicians had gathered together
G mos. in state;
Nov. 7 for general
28 days in county
and primary
to deliver a testimonial on their
life style, which I guess it sort of
Gmos. In town
19
was when you consider that they
:No
all live in Aspen, Colo.
6 mos. In stntc;
Nov, 6 fot• gt>ncrnl
With . the crowd slipping
Yes
4 wks. h1 town
Aug, 1 for prlma!'y
contentedly home Denver came
out from the dressing room to
Nov. 1 tor gertet·o.I
M rlnys lfi precinct
Yea
have a few words with well
S~Pt. 12 rot• primary
wishers, some of whom he kMw,
and giddy autograph seekers, He
No
Nov. 1 for general
smiled on one and all and came
across like he hadn't a worry in
the world. Someone asked if him
if he was into his music and at
. I
this query his perpetual grin
~----------·~--·--·- __._. -----------·-·--... _ _ ._j
widened as he said, "Yes, very
much M.'' So it went.
Jim Pensiero
Page 5
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Little~led Lobos Turn BackASU, Wildcats
A two-night stand in
University Arena yielded two
more WAC victories for the UNM
basketball team and a second
place in the mid-season standings
of the league,
The Lobos used crisp passing,
Harold Little and a more than
&dequate defense to sweep past a
sluggish Arizona State sq 11ad
71·63 Friday night.
UNM jumped out jn front at
the onset and they never
relinquished the lead. Leading the
offense was Mike Faulkner (22),
Darryl Minniefield (12) and
Harold Little (15), and it was the
elusive Little who broke ASU's
back, With only two minutes
gone "Harry" hit with a fantastic
jumper from the baseline that
gave the home forces a 7·2 lead.
A minute later he drove through
a host of ASU defenders,
including massive 6·4 Paul Stovall
to make what look like any easy
layup, to make the score 12-4.
Devils Pull Close
Midway through the half the
Sun Devils began pulling
themselves together, hitting from
the baseline and corner to
compensate for Faulkner's &uperb
containing of Stovall in the
middle. With eight minutes

Pandemonium Hits Pit in Hardwood
Wins
for tlu:ee·fourths

remaining in the half the outside
shooting of Dave Rullman and
Rhea Taylor had narrowed the
Lobo lead to 21·16, as close as
they would ever get.
The half ended at 32·26, with
both teams more or less
exchanging baskets and fouls.
Faulkner distinguished himself in
the late going, hitting on a
fabulous hook from the baseline
and a few moments later on a
jumper from the key.
This exchanging of baskets
extended into the second half
with UNM leading 43-33 with
13: 22 remaining in the game.
Lobos in Near Rout
At this point a near rout
began. Faulkner, Little and
sophomore Gabe Nava used
pin-point passing, and well-timed
assists to up the Lobo lead to
57·39 in only four minutes. The
disintegrating ASU defense could
do little to contain the hot ·
shooting Lobos, and their shoddy
ball handling resulted in 15
turnovers in the second half.
ASU managed to pull within
seven points in the late going, but
the Lobos and their ·lead were
insurmountable.
On Saturday night the Lobos
had to resort to the foul line to
take a 61-55 win over the scrappy
Arizona Wildcats,
Hitting a cold 36.4 per cent
from the floor (20·55), the Lobos
made five less field goals than the
Wildcat quint. But 21 of 26 free
throws made _it to_t~_st<oreboard

while UA hit but seven of 12, and
the Lobos snatched away a
sketchy but precedent · setting
win.
Now 3•2 in WAC
Now 3·2 in thfl WAC, the
Lobos were able to kenp well
below their normal turnover
percfJntage, committing but nine
miscues during the game. While
they were at It, they helped force
the Wildcats into some of their
16 turnovers.
Senior Little's hot hand kept
the Lobos in the game, as the 6·4
forward hit 8 of 16 shots from

of the game's
rebounding, but less than a third
of the scoring.
Harris and Anderson hit 14
and four points, and 16 and 10
rebounds, respectively, while
M inniefield and Faull•ner
accounted for 10 and six points,
and 16 and eight boards,
respectively.
Guards :::lcore Well
With his inside scoring prowess
being devoted mainly to pulling
down missed shots, Lobo head
coach Bob King watched his
outside men carry the weight of

the scoring. This rare happening
also featured the fast • breaking
of Little and Nava, the fast break
being another rare tactic of the
Lobo five.
But Little's and N;.wa's
percentage shots on the fast
break gave the Lobos the points
from the field they needed, as
they were having an unusually
frigid night with their vaunted,
deliberate offense.
·
The physical game yielded
surprisingly few fouls, with
Arizona
18 called on
11
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Gymnast Jim Ivicek
UNM gymnastics team to two
wins on the west coast over the
weekend, the first one a win in
the UCLA classic, which had five
teams entered.

Team Leader

I - M atmen Get Fourth;

UNM won eight of 14 events
Saturday afternoon at Tingley
Coliseum to defeat Texas • El
Paso and Arizona in a triang11lar
track meet,
UNM earned 68 points, UTEP
, bad 51, and Ariz-ona 32.
The meet was in preparation
for the WAC indoor
championships to be held in
February. Last year the Miners
from UTEP won the indoor meet,
making their loss Saturday ont;J to
be reckoned with.
New Mexico's Chuck Steffel>
was the only double winner of
the meet, winning the triple jump
with a leap of 50·10% and the
long jump at 24-51,~.
UTEP'1> Fred DeBernardi, who
two weeks ago upset Randy
Matson at the Sunkist
Invitational shot put in Los
Angeles, handily won the shot
put competition Saturda.y with a
6 3-6%, performance. His
teammate, Hans Hoglund,
finished in second place an e'ilen
four feet behind, while UNM's
Randy Withrow placed third with
a toss of 54-lllh.
Lorenzo Allen, billed as
Arizona's top entry for the meet,
put his career best 7·1% in the
high jump on the line against the
Lobo duo of Fernando Abugattas
and Ingmar Nyman. Nyman and
Allen both cleared 6·101h, but
Nyman took first place on fewer
misses at the lesser heights.

I

Reptilian

I Gymnasts Win Twice
J

FR~MES
(tremendous selection)

WIRE

Tinted Lenses
SunGlasses
Photo Grey
Lenses

I'hoto by Chuck Fell

Lobos, ASU Scramble for Ball

Repair & .\laintcnance
on all foreign cars

7loreign Car Specialisfs
SS!!. Wvominl!lHvd. ~E

the field and six of seven from
the line to lead all scoring in the
game with 22 points.
The tough, physical inside
battle featured Arizona's Lynard
Harris and Bruce Anderson
matched with Faulkner and
Minniefield, The four accounted

Yavapai JC Splits Games
With UNM Frosh Cagers

r
GRADUATE STUDENT
ASSOCIATION

ELECTIONS

.J-~i\

·:~, ...

Pokorski with 23 it1 the losing
cause in t.h~.> second game of the
series; the Wolfpups beat Yavapai
74·72 Friday night in the first
game.

'

Yavapai, coached by Highland
Higl1 School product Dave
Brown, had a 15·point,
11·rebound performance by Ron
Wilkins, aided by George Walls'
1$ point, 10 rebound output.
Robert Bowen chipped in with
12 pointS to lead all rebounders
with 1iHoi:the game. · · · .. ·
'l'he Wolfpups are now 6•3 on
the season and hope to improve
their record this week as they
travel to Lamar Junior College
Feb. 4, and Trinidad Junior
College Feb. 5.

Repairs to the UNM swimming
pool in Johnson Gym are
expected to be completed by
Friday, the University architect
said.
'
Van Dom Hooker said the
estimate came from the K.L.
House Construction Co., a firm
previously engaged to complete
remodeling between the gym and
the new indoor swimming pool
being built north of Johnson
Gym.
The pool sprang a leak,
dropping more than eight inches
overnight two weeks ago.
Draining the pool disclosed a leak
which had drained into an old
arroyo. Hooker said the draining
into the arroyo helped prevent
any damage to the building itself.
Cause of the leak has not been
established.

'

Lyle Talbot
Agency, Inc.
1500 SAN PEDRO, N.E.

Student Auto
Insurance
Special Rates For:

Filing Deadlines: 4:30 p.m. Jan. 31
Contact GSA office for further
information 277-3803

I.
2.
3.
4.

An individual championship in
the 190 · pound weight division
by Lobo wrestler BRUCE DAVIS
enabled UNM to finish fourth
Satl.lrday in the Mountain
lntercollegiate Wrestling Assn.
Tournament held in Gl.lnnison,
Colo.
Davis, considered one of the
top 190·pound division wrestlers
in the nation, had little trouble
winning a 15·5 decision over
Jerry Savage of Utah.
Roy DeVore placed second in
the 134-po\lnd division as he was
decisioned 10·2 by Mike Walker
of Idaho State.
In the 126-pound division,
Dave Romero placed second as he
lost a decision ,1;o Guy Mock of
Adams State, Mock had also
previously defeated Romero last
Tuesday night by a decision 7·5,
Dave Goodier won the third
place spot in the 177-pound
division as he was awarded a
decision ovei' Steve Cottli 6£
Colorado Mines in one of the
hardest fought matches of the
tourney.
Lobo heavyweight Milton Sl!llls

Repairs to JG.Pool
Expected by Friday

j256-3518J

~~tiA

For President
S Vice-President

i)

l\
Hitting a cold 39.. 4 percentage
of their field goals, the UNM
Wolfpups were beaten 71-66
Saturday night by Yavapai Junior
College at University Arena.
The Wolfpups could only
manage double • figure scoring
performances from Bob Toppert
and Rick Pokorski as only
Toppert, Pokorski and Gene
Segura scored in the entire first
half.
Despite the scoring difficulties,
the 'Pups wete down by only two
·points at half· time, 31·29, but
Yavapai's 58.0 shooting
percentage took over in the
second half to subdue the
Wolfpups.
Toppert won game scoring
with 28 points, followed by
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Big Win

DeLaCerda of UTEP, Thirdplace
Abugattas got over 6·8% to take
went to UNM's Gary Easterly in
third,
Bill Curnow of UTEP won the
1:57,9.
Greg Jones of UTEP and Dave
only other field event, the pole
Roberts of UNM battled it .out in
vault, with a jump of 15·9,
the mile, with Jones' 4:10.6
Second place went to Michael
winning. Blair Johnson of UNM
White of Arizona, who cleared
won the two-mile in 9:25.3,
15·3, as did UNM's Ingmar
almost four seconds better than
Jernberg, who placed third
second place Steffan Nils:;on, also
behind White on more misses.
On the oval it was almost all
ofUNM.
.
Rod Hill of UTEP edged out
New Mexico in the longer
distances, Jesse Johnson, Reid , Roberts in the 1000, winning in a
time of 2:12,3. Roberts had a
Cole and Fred James placed f!1st,
2:13.9,
third and fourth in the 440-yard
Except for the Lobos' Rick
dash, respectively, with Johnson's'
Mauck placing second in the
winning time of :48.9 beating
60-yard hurdle$, Arizona
UTEP's Steve Williams by a tenth
completely dominated the .race.
of a second.
Edc Barfield won in :07 ,4, tying
UNM's Kenth Ohman won the
Mauck.
600 and teammate Matt Henry
Walter Henderson's third in the
earned more Lobo points with a
60·yard dash at :06,3 was UNM's
fourth, Ohmanrs time was 1:10.7,
Cole came back to win the half only points in that race, but a
first in the mile relay (Johnson,
mile in a time of 1:56,3, three
Henry, Ohman and Cole) iced the
tenths of a second better than
win for UNM.
second place Fernando

Tankmen to Head North
Air Force Academy.
Head coach John Mechem's
Lobos, 2·0 so far on the year,
were slated to host three meets
this past weekend - Utah was to
furnish the competition Friday
night. The WAC Relays were on
the ticket for Saturday
afternoon, with a night match
between the Lobos and Brigham
Young to follow.

The UNM swimming team
takes to the roads of Colorado
late 'this week after a weekend
layoff because of a leak in
Johnson pool.
The Lobos, along with the
University of Wyoming, will visit
Denver for a triangular meet with
the University of Denver, on Feb.
3, The next night the Lobos will
be in Fort Collins for a dual with
Colorado State of the WAC.
The Lobos will then turn
arotlnd and hl"arl for
Albuquerque, but they make a
stop Saturday afternoon in
Colorado Springs for a dual with

VALENTINE
DIAMOND
SHOPPERS •••
OPEN
TONITE
TILL 7

6~9~

THE SPORTS CAR SHOPPE

invitational and dual meet
victories over the weekend in Los
Angeles.
The Lobos captured the five
team UCLA gymnastics
invitational Friday night. The
Lobo point total of 153.55 easily
outdistanced Cal·State Fullerton,
California, UCLA and USC.
Ivicek won the all•around title
with a 50.50 with thirds in the
free exercise, still rings, long
horse, and parallel bars. He tied
for first in the high bar with
teammate Jon Aitken. Dana
Shelley took the floor exercise.

...

-

.
.
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Leave June 8 Return July 18
Round trip air fare Albuquerque to Frankfurt to Albuquerque
only $299.00 per person, on luxurious super DC-8

+-

All students, faculty, staff1 and their families eligible. Monarch Travel

FUN

Agency will I:Je happy to make any additional travel arrangements such as

--

FUN

266-0700

6318 ACOMA SE

gymna;;ts acored impressive

OKIE'S

~

!
:
!

Every fue, 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢

Dancing ~Every Nite
Central at University

FUN

FUN

To: Ronda Montoya
Monarch travel Inc,
505 Marquette NW

I

Albuquerque, N.M. S7101

!

Telephone 243-1311

5

:

Please reserve
seats on our charter flight to rrankfurt. Enclosed is a check for
$
as deposit. Make all checks payable to Monarch Travel Agency/Charter
Flight. I understand that an amount of $99.00 per ticket is due now, $100.00 per ticket

Telophone.

-

Experienced Hcsndling of
Hard to Place Insurance

~~-- ~--

Stgnature.-=~---

~;

~

=
~

;

is due March 15, and final payment of $100.00 i. due April 15.

Married Students
Budget Payment Plan Available

5

Eurall passes, auto rental, and/or purchases, hotels, etc.

lOc BEER

171 0 CENTRAL SE
f t •• t

•

UNM biology graduate Mike
Williamson will speak before the
mont.hly mc>ding of the New
lost his first match of the season Mexico Herpatological Society
in the first • round competition
Feb. 4 at 8 p.m. in room 139 of
Friday and was scheduled to
the UNM biology building.
wrestle in the consolation
Williamson will discuss rare and
competition Saturday afternoon.
unusual reptiles and amphibians
TAOS SKI VAllEY TRIPS
Prior to Friday's loss the UNM
of the Southwest, including his
$35 Includes transportation, lodge
Freshman had won 10
work with the Chihuahuan ridge •
occommodallons next to slopes,
consecutive matches, pinning his
nosed rattlesnake and the unique
Discounts on llfts, rentals and lessons.
opponents on several occasions,
Jemez Salamander, which occurs
l.ea~e Albuquerque Friday e~enlng,
his latest victim pinned in 6:05 in
nowhere else in the world.
return Sunday evening,
last Tuesday night's photo •
The talk js free ao.d open to the
For Info Call Sill Wl~ch 282-5405
finish in the Adams State match.
general public.
UNM scored a total of 50*
points in the tournamept won by
SPECIALIZING IN IMPORTED
Utah scoring 61 points, followed
by Wyoming 58, and Idaho State
CAR PAINT AND BODY WORK
with 56*·
The Lobos' next two wrestling
meets are on the road against
BYU Feb. 4, and the University
of Utah Feb. 5. They return to
Albuquerque Feb. 10 to host the
®
University of Arizona and Drake
University in a Triangular meet.
Led by all-around specialist
JIM IVICEK, New Mexico

Drivers Undet 25
Underage Females
Milit.:~ry Personnel

[256-35181

Texas-EI Paso

.

,.--~--~~-~-~---~-~
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum (11.40) per time run. U ad Ia to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate Ia reduced to 6c
per word and the minimum number of
worda to 10.

WHERE: Journalism BuUdlrur, Room ·
206, afternoons preferably or mall
Classified Advertf.slnsr
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

TERMS; Payment must be made In tun prior to Insertion of advertisement

1)

5)

PERSONALS

MARRIED AND SINGLE STUDENTS,
Hospitalization insurance, Pays up to
$460 for maternity, For info telephone
242-1217. 2/8
AGORA-is going bnck on regular schedule
for second semester. 24 hours, no I.D., no
money necessai.'Y'· NW corner Mesa Vista
Hall. 277-3018 tfn
EXPERIENCE A HJGH IN LEATHER:
pants, jackets, belts, wallets, bats, bags,
knapsacks. Upstairs nt '£HE LEATHERBACK TURTLE, 2933 Monte Vista NE
(behind Triangle Bar) Tfn

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST: DOBERMAN PUPPY. Corner of
Sycamore and Tijeras. 27th - 4·6 P.M.
Reward. 242-4046.:..•...:2::...1.:..4- - - - - FOUND: PAIR OF 111EN'S GOT.,D RIM·
MED presc'ription glasses, May be picked
up at Scholes Hall, Room 161, 2/4
LOST NEAR SUB - EARRING. Road·
runner in curved triangle, call 877·3063.
.
----··LOST-2 PAIR OF GLASSES, 1 gold
rims, 1 tortoise shell. If found 1 please
call 266-9363. I NEED THEM.
FOUND: KNAP sack with name on it,
Identify and pickup at Room 206 Journalism.
FOUND. Kenneth Peter's social security
card, Pickup at Room 206, Journalism.
..
--$10.00 REWARD-Black Wallet-Eaglebo~·.
No questions. Phone 266-4039 please. 2/J.

3) SERVICES
PEDAL & SPOKE 10-speed performance
adjuetment special: Adjust brakes and
gears, true wheels, lube cables, chains
and gears, Tighten all nuts and bolts.
Regular adjustment price $6.76, now
only $6.00. Parts additional charge. Com·
parable savings on all styles of bicycles,
Oller good until Feb. 7. :Pedal & Spuke,
Richmond at Central NE. 1/2_8_ __
PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE- Individualized instruction In photo fundamentals, or
tailored to your present level. Taught by
serious professional, Use of my excellent
darkroom for heavy practice. Lectures,
discueslons, arguments, fteld trips, critl·
ques. Limited to eight serious students,
Neu UNM. Call 266-2444. 11/28
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, INDENTIFICATION photo. Fast, inexPensive,
pleasing. Near UNM. Call 266-2444 or
come eo 1717 Girard Dlvd. NE. 1/28
HAS YOUR 10..SPEED ~ot the bluco? 10·
speed tune ups $16. THE BIKE SHOP,
823 Yale SE. 842-9100, 2/4
GROUP TAOS SKI TRIPS, $36.00 Includes
lodging, transportation & discounts. 282·
6406, 3/9.
FINE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY. Family, Children.
Andrea West. 282-6894, 2/3,
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS Australlla, Europe, S. America Afrl~ etc.
All vrofessiona and occupations•.$700 to
$3,000 monthly, Expenses paid, overtime,
11/ghtaeelng. Free Information. Write,
Jobs Overseas, Dept. K9, Box 16071, San
Diego, CA. 92116. 2/3.

4)

FOR RENT

COUPLE or two people willing to share
large bedroom in our bolll!e. $60. each.
624 Richmond SE. Bambi or Ellen.

5)

FORSALE

1964 RED VALIANT CONVERTIDLE.
Good condition. Good cruiser. $230.00
206-0063. 2/3
1970 KARMAN GHIA. 13,600 miles,
loaded I 268-0110, 6 PM to 10 AM. 2/2
NEW-Man's fringed nplit cowhldo lc;ther
jacket (med.) $20.00. New-i!llde/movle
acreen, $10, used movie splicer, $[;, 201i·
4304. 2/3
FIREWOOD FOR SALE - UNM !tudent,

FOR SALE

TWIN BED FRAMES, $7.60 each. Apt.
alze gas range, $46.00. GE washer and
dryer, $36,00 each. 877-9733. 2/l
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS. Bonna 210.
· Good Bargain. $30.00. 266-4467. 2/1
UNCLE SAM'S DEPARTM:ENT STORE,
111 Harvnrd. Pea Coats, $16.95. Book
bags iq three styles fl.'om $1,60. Smoking
accessories. 2/1
CHEVY V AN-1961. New engine installed
December. Body in good sha.l!'e too. Too
good to last long. Cnll 266-2616 a~ter S
pm. 2/1
SCHWINN 10-speed with Jock and thornproof tires. $100. Bern.l._e ~~~42-9004. 2/1
THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE •• , your
organic haberdasher has pants that fit
where others leave off. Upstairs at 2933
Monte Vista NE, (Behind the Triangle
Bnr). Tfn
WE HAVE BLUE JEAN BELLS, $8.00,
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE.
HAND-MADE LEATHER PANTS. Cus·
tom. Reasonable price. ExPerienced. 282.6894. 2/3.
LEVI BUSH JEANS at $10. Now available
in green & tan at Lobo Men's Shop,
2120 Central SE.
NEW 10-SPEEDS. Great selection. Tradeins welcome. THE BIKE SHOP 823 Yale
SE, 842-9100. 2/4.
NEW 1971 SINGER SEWING MA·
CHINES equipped to do most any.
thing, $49.96. Cash or Terms. Open 7
days a week. United Freight Sales, 3920
San Mateo NE. tfn.
KASTLE 206s with Marl<er Bindings
Lange Boots, size 8¥.!. Barrecrafter poles.
Used 1 sea,on. Original Coat f286. Sell
for $1fi0. See McDonald at Journalism

6)

EMPLOYMENT

FULL TIME • PART TIME. Telephone
solicitors-no experience necessary, 1026
Hermosa SE, Rm. 4. 4/2
COLLEGE STUDENT TO REPRESENT
LOCAL FffiM IN MARKETING new
product developed by the National Aeron·
autlcs & Space Administration. Introduce
fellow students & friends to an adventure
In the "World of Sound.'' Earn top $$,
Call Mr. Ashley 268-3756. 2/1

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

nF.r,y,y DANCING - 8 weeks aeries beginning Feb. 1. Near campus. Elizabeth.
266-4891. 2/3
"SUE'S" Rummage Sale continues until
sold out I 161l Carlisle SE. 2~·--ENROLL NOW I Accredited Bible Courses.
ChrlstiiUl Student Center, 130 Girard NE.
266-4312: 2/4.
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES. Beginning,
Intermediate! Advanced, Ask for Andrea
West. ExPer enced. 282-6894. 2/3.

Student Loans

Student loans will be disbursed
Feb. 7, starting with
authorizations at 8:30 a.m. in
room 119 of the Student Aids
Building. Bring I.D. card and one
additional piece of identification
to prove residence.

t Jb.e

..

I.

CAMPUS BRIEFS
GSA Election

Daily Lobo Goof
A passage deleted from an
ASUNM Senate resolution on
funding for ethnic study centers
at the state's universities was
incorrectly included in Friday's
·story on the resolution.
The passage &sserted that since
the UNM president's salary is
higher than that of the state's
governor "there mu&t be enough
funds to carry out sufficiently
the different areas of education
on that institution's campus."
The passage was delted after
debate on its inclusion. The rest
of the resolution urged "top
priority" be given ethnic studies
funding on the state's campuses
and asks more state funding for
those programs.
The Daily Lobo regrets the
error.

. Richard Griego

. Fnday the Daily Lobo
1 ncorrectly
identified Richard
Griego, past director of the
Chicano Studies Center as
A:ntonio Mondragon, the cu~rent
duector. The Daily Lobo regrets
the error.

Fine Arts-Library Hours

Fine Arts Library Saturday
hours are being changed to 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Full days are not
possible under the present library
operating budget.

The elections for GSA
president and vic~ president will
be conducted in mid-February.
Applications to run for both
offices may be obtained from the
GSA Office on the first floor of
the Union.
Applications must be returned
by 5 p.m., Monday, Jan. 31.

Tennis Practice

Spring practice for UNM
women's tennis team will begin
Monday, Jan. 31 at 2:30 p.m.
Anyone interested in trying out is
encouraged to show up· for
Monday's practice.

Biology Speaker.

~

I

Vincent Massey, from the
d ep art men t of biological
chemistry, the University of
Michigan, will speak on the UNM
campus Feb. 3 1 at 3 p.m. in the
basic medical sciences building,
room 241. The title of his talk
will be, "Involvement of a
Persulfide in the Hydroxylation
Reaction Catalyzed by Xanthine
Oxidase."

Dames Club

UNM Dames Club will meet
Feb. 1, 7:30-9:30 p.m. at 820
Muriel, N.E. There will be an
interior decorating demonstration.

University Forum ..... .
.
(continued from page 1)
·teaching duties for a year.
mclude the establishment of
Hansen would like to see a
simple procedures for receiving student hold the position at UNM
requests, complaints, and but feels the student "would hav~
grievances of students, and to be black with a Spanish
assisting students in the surname and be able to walk on
settlement of t~eir problems. The water" 'to be appointed. If a
?mbu?sman Will also have h:oad student is not chosen for the job,
mvesbgatm:y powers and dtrect he hopes there will at least be a
access to all University officials. student assistant ombudsman
This office has worked well at
The office of ombudsmad will
several other universities, with the probably not be established full
ombudsman being a tenured time until the spring semester '73
faculty member relieved of his Hansen.added.
_
'

Drug Education
A series of community drug
education programs presented by
the Drug Abuse Education and
Coordination Center will be
conducted beginning on Feb.
7-28, For more information
contact Tali Roebuck or Katy
Navarrete at 243-1319.

ASUNM Vacancies
ASUNM has vacancies on
several committees including
Popular Entertainment
Publications Board and Student
Affairs among others.
If interested in applying for one
of these vacancies contact the
ASUNM secretary in room 248 of
the Union.

Hand Crafted Jewelry
Gold and Sterling
CABOCHONS
FACETED STOi'iES, Mli'iERALS

B& BLAPIDARY
328 SAN

l~ILJPE

NW

247-2513

silver !isiennng post

the technological/space age is Now
are you prepared for it?
career and vocational counseling

247-!.ll'JO, 2/3

BLUE KNEJSSLS, 200 em., Marker Bind·
lngs, used 3 days. Co!lt $216, ee11 for
$130. 268·8832 or message, Dwight
Grlsha!Jl!~~raduate_ ~~· Sc!_loles 202. 2/4
1970 VW Fast Dack-13,000 mllllll. Perfect
Condltl~n. 268·8397. 2/4
A.K.C. SAMOYED MALE puppy, !J weeks
old, all shot8, champion bloodlinlll!. 2420267. 2/4
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S. $36-$60. 661
Wyoming NE. 256-5987.;...4.:;;;/....;2....;4_ __
RCA 4-llpeaker stereo system good eondl·
tion. Call 2611-4601 atwrnoona or eve- ·
nlngs. 2/3
TAOS SKI AREA. By owntt. Large fur•
nbhed efficiency condominium. Sleeps 4.
Sierra del Sol No. 7. Near llft.ll. 606-776·
2680 eves. or 605-776-2981. Or wrl~. 2/2
196G PLYMOUTH V-8 Sedan, Good workIng condition. $160.00. Phone 265·3379.
2/3
HOME-MADE SOUPE}.. stews, bread. 8 to
3, Therese's. 1607 \iarllsle SE. 2/2
STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM lnclud•
in1r AM·FM multrplex tuntt, w/76 watts
or music power. Full sited deluxe BSR
turntable W/4 speaker cnl8lJ-OYer system,
UNITED
$88.00, cash or tertruJ,
FREIGHT SALES, 3920 San Mateo NE.
Oven seven da:Yll a week.
2 t'!OODRICli SNOW TIRES. Size G.60/13
nail 26G-7938. Prot. Tomlins in Language
department. ~(_1_ _ _ _ _ _ __
GOLDEN RETRIEVER PUPPY. A dog
fot th~Ae who enjoy the outdoors. AKC
reg!.:.tered, all shots. 268-6602.

Adventures Galore!

EUROPE
A -,e

2 Stu-dent Progron1s
Escorted

Quality

~.-

FUN
TOURS j·~~~
Se~~ & Air Crossing
··.
I st Clt~ss Hotels
-or-

Independent

F. Wallace (EdD)
2138 Silver SE
243-1622
By appointment
Afternoons & Evenings

Call for coffee
appointment to
discuss services-fee

I

CLA§§KFIED
A DVERT!§ING

University P.O. Box 20, UNM1 Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 wards)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT _ _ _ TIMES

.

VW UN·TOU~R·
·~-

rravet by Minibus
Student Drivers
Mini-Priced

·

STARTING-~~

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

• '

'"';

4. For Rent

ENCLOSED$_ _ __

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Wtfte For Folder

HARWOOD Tours

2428 Guadalupe • Austin, Te)(as
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